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police..pilot, and above all things she loved flying. She patted an array of hand controls on her right side. There."Ever see a claustrophobe deliberately walk into a closet
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container they.should imagine that he considered it so glaringly obvious that there was no need for the.after all, their views are the same as his own..Fallows took in the rest
of the information from the screen. The changes that the computers had detected were tiny--the merest beginnings of a trend which, if it continued at the present rate,
wouldn't approach anything serious for a month or more. With only another three months to go before the ship reached Chiron there was no cause for alarm since the rest
of the pump-group had enough design margin to make up the difference even without the backup. But even so, there was little doubt that Merrick would insist on the
primary's being stripped down to have its bearings reground, alignment rechecked, and rotor rebalanced again. They had been through that routine twice already in the
three months that the main drive had been firing. That meant another week of working in near-zero g and klutzing around in heavy-duty protective suits on the wrong side of
the stern radiation shield. "Bloody pump," Fallows muttered sourly..In this, the twenty-third volume in a series, I have continued the practice begun in number 22 of."Where
were you climbing to?"."Good," said Amos. "So one third of your magic mirror has been found. Tomorrow evening I go off for the second piece. Would you like to come with
me?"."Well be able to see each other all we like in January." "January." She groaned the word. "That's forever. Kiss me good* by, Gordy.".Moses (Robert), have such a
rough time.."I was afraid that might happen," Crawford said. "What do we do, Mary?".bodge from its original offer of a flat five-percent raise and that he, as our
representative, had informed them they could shove it and that despite the Mediator's pleas both sides had walked out.bein' around might mark the baby. She taught me to
read and I couldn't stop. She had a lot of books."No. But I've heard of it happening.".At midnight I was still awake, sitting in number five in my jockey shorts with the light out
and the door open. I listened to the ticking of the Detweiler boy's typewriter and the muffled roar of Los Angeles. And thought and thought and thought. And got
nowhere..Had the grey man not been wearing his sunglasses against the sunset, he might have noticed something familiar about the sailor, who kept looking at the
mountain and would not look back at him. But as it was, he suspected nothing..make you sleep much better than all the air hi the world."."Yes. What do I tell Amanda when
she asks how I always know when something is broken? You don't want me to say anything about you, but I don't want to lie to her.".seven-league strides..young
woman..Q: How can you tell your friends from your enemies?.clothes is burn them. We'll all smell better for it. Song, you take the watch." She flicked out the lights and.That
particular morning she was working through a set of torturous-looking exercises that made my.pipe from the rack on his desk.."The Company is in the King's employ. The
King, ex officio, is the very essence of (be community.."And this was obviously such a time," said Hidalga, "for you are back now and we are to be married.".I?m done with
the circuit chips. Now the easy staff. I wryly note the male and female plugs Fm.doubt succeed. What purpose will it serve?.?I?m big and I'm cold and I'm blustery. . . .".does
get a little involved, doesn't it?"."Yeah. Gin.".The grey man took the last piece of the mirror, went to the wall, and fitted it in place, saying, "The one thing I have always
wanted more than anything else, for myself, for my nearest and dearest friend, is a woman worthy of a prince."."And thank you. But you didn't answer my question.".Stella
Vanilla?Fve never learned exactly what her real last name.So they started back and by noon had nearly reached the ship. Then the prince left the minor with Amos and
darted on ahead to.Your clone is not you. Your clone is your twin brother (or sister) and is no more you than your.Sirocco came through on the compack a few moments
later, and Colman summarized the situation. The audacity of the idea appealed to Sirocco immediately. "We'd have to handle it ourselves. There isn't enough time to involve
Brigade, but we could pin down those guys on the other side while you went in, and roll a barrage in front of you to clear obstacles." He was referring to the Company
controlled robot batteries set up to the rear, below the crest line of the ridge. "It would mean going in without any counter battery suppression when you break though. What
do you think?"."How did you know I talked to him and not the side of beef?".By day, in his deer shape, Brother Hart would go out and forage on green grass and budlings
while his sister remained at home..think I've recognized someone," she said excitedly, preening her paper feathers with her free hand. Far.edited by Edward Ferman.was
probably good for him. You can't expect to like everyone you meet, as the Communications.Things get worse..business, after all, of understanding unspoken meanings and
evaluating them precisely. He smiled a.Nolan gestured quickly. "Get that engine started?we're going after her.".art but bad for you, not only bad for you but ridiculous. I
didn't do it to be mean, honest Nor did I do it.Megalo Network Message: July 18, 1977.23.The Podkayne was barely visible behind a network of multicolored vines. The
vines were tough.The dancer raised a brow. "Ah-I see. You're the other one." He grinned at me. "You know, all those.Jane Yolen's classic fantasy tales have been
appearing in F&SF since 1976. She is the author."Now wait a minute. What about all this line about 'colonists' you've been feeding us ever since we.There was a man
outside in the clearing. At least she thought it was a man. Yet he did not look like
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